
COURSE OVERVIEW 

INTRODUCTORY COURSE (Available to all) 

 Suitable for complete beginners. 

 Classroom based half-day course (3-4 hours) 

 

CLUB SCORER COURSE (Available to all) 

 Suitable for beginners, those planning to score regularly or anyone wishing to 

brush up on their existing skills. 

 Classroom based course 

 

Those wishing to go beyond ‘Club Scorer’ can join the ECBACO which will give 

them access to a programme of supported development via the scorer pathway 

 

SCORER LEVEL 1 
 No course attendance required 

 Scorers  compile a portfolio of matches scored and gather colleagues feedback 

prior to attending a professional discussion with a Scorer Development     

Officer 

 

SCORER LEVEL 2 
 One day course, for those who have attained Level 1 

 Session focuses on the planning and preparation for matches. 

 The course is followed by a further period of consolidation   practicing the 

skills learnt  in the classroom whilst gathering further colleague feedback 

combined with self-assessment. 

 Attendance on the Duckworth-Lewis-Stern (CPD) module or been able to 

demonstrate competence of it. 

 

SCORER LEVEL 3 
 One day course available by recommendation only. 

 Specifically designed for those wanting to progress to score at a higher level 

including multi-day matches, a level 2 qualification and either completion of 

the Linear (CPD) module or being able to demonstrate competence in it are 

all pre-requisites  

 

For details of courses in your area visit us on the web 

http://www.yorkshirecb.com/page/officials/education/scorers-

courses-12238/  

 

Further information is available from the County Scorers Officer 
khutchinson@talk21.com 

LEARN TO 

SCORE & SO 

MUCH MORE 
 

Training and development for all with the 

Yorkshire Cricket Board and ECBACO 

Wherever your scoring takes you we’re 

with you every step of the way 



PAPER’S PERFECT 

 
The traditional method of     

scoring in a book is still widely 
used throughout cricket. It’s 

tried, tested and is as reliable 
now as its ever been.  

 
 

Our INTRODUCTORY 

COURSE lasts around four 

hours and will get you started 

and teach you the basics, prefect 
for the beginner.  

 

 
The next step for many is the 

CLUB SCORER COURSE. 

Ideal for those wanting to score 

on a regular basis at club level 
only. It will cover many more 

aspects in depth than the          

introductory course, and is the 
only one to comprehensively 

teach you how to score at            
recreational level.   

 

Linear scoring has become a 
popular alternative amongst 

many leading scorers. It’s a      
single entry system, that provides 

a continuous statistical picture of 
the match. 

 

Scoring entries can be made 
quicker which makes it an ideal 

back up for those using electronic 
scoring in case they encounter 

technical problems. 
 

The LINEAR SCORING 

(CPD) MODULE also forms 

part of the continuous              

development programme (CPD) 
offered to those scorers on the 

ECBACO Pathway. 

SCREEN SUPREME 

 

The ELECTRONIC SCORING 

(CPD) MODULE will equip          

attendees with an in depth 

knowledge of PCSPRO.      
Originally for  professional    

scorers it is now widely used by 

Premier Leagues throughout the 
country. As well as advanced 

scoring it allows for the           
simultaneous production of in 

depth statistics, can provide live 
scores and links to social media. 
Like the PCS APP it’s fully inte-

grated with play-cricket. 

 

DUCKWORTH-LEWIS-

STERN (CPD) MODULE is 

often mentioned in conjunction 
with electronic scoring. This 

course covers the subject in depth 
to provide a full understanding of 

its methodology, and like the 
Linear course is offered as part of  

CPD. 

 
For some the answer to scoring is 

literally in the palm of their 
hand. 

 
The ECB have developed the 

PCS APP which gives everyone 
the capability to score on a     

mobile phone or tablet. With   

access to the internet scorers can 
provide up to the minute live 

scores, ideal if your club has    
supporters who can’t get to the 

ground. 
 

It links directly with play-cricket 

and with more leagues moving 
over to the platform it means an 

end to inputting results and 
scorecards when you’d rather be 

socialising after the game. There 
are online guides available right 

now with a training course 

scheduled for release in the near 
 future. 


